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YEAR 6
05/05/2020

Morning Message
Good morning Year 6!
Today’s space facts of the day:
The sun is so large that 1.3 million Earths could fit inside it!
It takes 8 minutes 19 seconds for the sun’s light to travel to the Earth
Astronauts can’t burp in space! As there is no gravity, air cannot separate from food in stomachs to be belched.
The answer to yesterday’s riddle: tomorrow. Today’s riddle: What cannot talk, but will always respond when
spoken to?
Have a great day!
Mr Larke and Miss Yerlisu

Today’s Picture

Writing
Today we will be writing an information report on space. It is up to you which part of space you
choose to write about. Maybe you will choose one of the planets? Maybe you will choose
asteroids, black holes or supernova? Maybe you will choose a particular expedition into space? It
is up to you. You will need to research your chosen area as necessary.
Tips for success:
- include an engaging title
- include sub-headings about different topics within your subject
- include interesting facts
- write in present tense (unless specifically referring to the past)
- use technical vocabulary where necessary

Reading
Day 2: Glossary
Choose words you did not understand yesterday.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Write definition
Write types of word e.g. noun, verb etc
Write word in a sentence
If it is a verb, then write words in different tenses

Maths
Factors, Multiples and Prime Numbers

In this lesson, you will develop your understanding of factors and how common factors link
two or more numbers. You will use this understanding to find common factors. You will learn
to recognise and identify prime numbers. You will explore how these numbers are different
from other numbers.

All factors of 18 and 30 are 1, 2, 3 and 6

Multiples

First three common multiples of 2 and 3 are 6, 12 and 18
4 and 5 are 20, 40, and 60
What is a prime number?
If a number only has two factors (itself and 1), then we call
it a prime number.

Task

Extension
1.

2.

3.

Weekly Spellings
This week we will be revising all 100 words that we have been learning these last few weeks. On
Friday you will ask a family member to test you on a random 40 of the words to see how you have
done.

Foundation Topic Work (for the week)
Our topic for computing this half-term is binary. This is a coding system that computers use to store
and process information. Your job this week is to complete 3 tasks in this order:
1. Presentation: What is binary?
2. Converting to binary guide
3. Convert to binary quiz
All 3 have been set as ‘to-dos’ on Purple Mash.

Diary
Write a diary of what work and activities you did today. Remember to include your thoughts, feelings
and opinions.

